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NDP Working Group  

Notes of the meeting held on Monday 16th December 2019  

At Bartestree Village Hall 

 

Present:  Cllrs: Wendy Soilleux; Mike Wilson; Alan Long and Lin Hoppe 

 

1.  The recent approval of the Cotts Lane planning application was discussed in 

conjunction with the need to review the NDP. 

 

2. The following topics were all agreed as being key items to evaluate. 

 - To consider the review requirements.   

- To consider in the existing NDP: Whether policies need to be modified 
                                                         Whether new policies are needed. 
- To consider how our plan compares with those written by professional advisors. 

- To consider updating the NDP ourselves or employing a professional advisor. 
- To consider seeking help from an independent planning advisor. 
- To consider getting help with maps, LIDAR images, land types and uses. 
- To consider finding potential new sites: Inside the settlement boundary. 
                                                                       Adjacent to the settlement boundary. 
- To consider the need to adjust the position of the settlement boundaries. 
- To consider using SHLAA information and LIDAR images to determine potential new sites. 
- To consider:Changing to full registration, any unregistered parks and gardens, 

                       Additional local green spaces. 

                      Recording unscheduled ancient monuments. 

- To consider to setting up of a full working party. 

3. It was agreed that it is very important to engage as many parishioners as possible 

although the actual number of working group members should remain manageable. 

- Ideas on how to do this included a Facebook page; leaflet drop and meeting 

signage at the entrance to the village hall. 

- It was agreed that Alan Long should approach Cllr Nigel Shore regarding how 

best to reach parishioners. 

 

4. It was agreed that the group should start looking at the topics listed above – with 

particular note being made of other NDP’s and how to go about registering and 

recording green spaces; parks and gardens and unscheduled monuments. 

 

5. Mike Wilson agreed to report back on any information he received from HALC, CALC 

and NALC. 

 

6. The next meeting was set for 8th January 2020 at 10am.  The purpose of the next 

meeting is to put together a list of items that need Parish Council approval to begin. 


